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FUNCTIONALISM
The homes of today should function as well as the machines of
today. They should give the maximum of service, comfort, and
pleasure for the minimum of care. Those who are building new
houses should make no compromises which sacrifice functionalism;
however, other houses cannot be expected to function perfectly.
Traditional styles which functioned well enough in their own time
may not do so today.
Every phase of home planning and furnishing should be based
on function. The number of rooms and their arrangement de-
pend upon what will best serve the family. Outdoor areas, too,
are divided according to function, with places to lounge, eat, play,
exercise, and garden. Furniture is arranged in functional groups
for study, reading, conversation, writing, and music. See page 425.
Information on the best functional location for furniture and
equipment, particularly in the kitchen, is available. From the
utilities, the modern woman can expect perfect functioning. For
example, an electric outlet every five feet in every room is now a
necessity. Even air conditioning should soon be improved so as
to function for general use.
The selection of individual articles should be governed by a
critical judgment of how well they fulfil their functions. Some
common mistakes in selection are lamps that throw light in the
readers' eyes, vases that tip easily, and pitchers with spouts that
do not pour well. All these mistakes are due to incorrect form.
The right shape for any article is the one that will function best,
and usually it is the shape that also looks the best* Ever since Louis
Sullivan stated it, designers have used the slogan; Form -follows
junction. Materials too should follow function. Garden furni-
ture should be waterproof; upholstery fabrics should be durable.
A living room so fine that men of the house do not feel free to
lounge in it or a room so cluttered with bric-a-brac that one has to
be on guard against upsetting things is not serving its purpose. The
home that does not permit its occupants to find peace, comfort,
and relaxation is not functioning well. Function must, of course,
sometimes be modified for the sake of appearance, the integration
of beauty and function being the ideal

